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QUESTION 1

David has built a form that uses XForms Panes, but he cannot access the fields and labels inside a pane. Why can\\'t
David access the fields and labels, and how can he correct this problem? 

A. XForms Panes are actually iframes inside an XFDL form. The way to reference the values ofthe items inside the
pane is through the XForms data model. 

B. XForms Panes are insulated from the XFDL items outside of them, as the panes are given a dynamically generated
SID at runtime. XForms Panes are unique in that they require the reference tocontain ".PANE" in order to access the
items inside the pane. For example: PAGE1.AddressPane.PANE.FIELD1. 

C. XForms Panes are insulated from the XFDL items outside of them, as the panes are given a dynamically generated
SID at runtime. The best way to reference the values of the items inside the pane is through the XForms data model. 

D. XForms panes are actually iframes inside an XFDL form. The best way to access the values inside the items within
the XForms pane is to use the API. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

John has built a form that has alternating portrait and landscape pages and has specified the options. Which of the
following statements best represents what will happen when he prints the form? 

A. Each page is printed in order and its specified orientation. 

B. Each page is printed in order, but the orientation is not as specified. 

C. The form will not print. 

D. Two print jobs are automatically generated; one to print all the portrait pages and a second to print all the landscape
pages. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements is NOT supported by the Attachment feature of IBM Forms? 

A. Maximum filesize of attachment. 

B. Capability to limit attachment to specific mimetype. 

C. Multiple file attachments. 

D. Capability to limit attachment to specific file extension. 

Correct Answer: D 

 



QUESTION 4

How are the build order and tab order related? 

A. Thetab order is always the same as the build order. 

B. The build order defines the default tab order. 

C. They are not related. 

D. The tab order is never the same as the build order. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Filtering is an advanced feature that allows you to control which parts of a form are sent when asubmission occurs.
Which of the following INCORRECTLY describes filtering capabilities? 

A. Filtering allows you to filter out all occurrences of an item type, such as all buttons or fields. 

B. Filtering allows you to filter out all occurrences of aspecific property, such as all background colors or active settings. 

C. Filtering allows you to filter out groups of items or datagroups. 

D. Filtering is the easiest way to reduce the submitted form size. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A form developer has enclosed an XML schema containing some choices (described in XML schema as an
enumeration) for certain nodes in the XML document. Are these choices available to the form developer? 

A. No, they must be added manually. 

B. No, they are auto-generated at run time. 

C. Yes, but they must be generated using athird party tool, then enclosed as an instance into the form. 

D. Yes, the choices are created automatically and placed into a separate instance. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following featuresCANNOT be set with the ufv_settings option? 

A. modifiable 

B. allow able over lap 



C. mandatory color 

D. save with format errors 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Where can spell checking for the Designer be enabled or disabled? 

A. In the Spell Check section of the Forms Designer heading in the Preferences. 

B. On the filesystem, by removing or replacing the dictionary files in the Designer\\'s install folder. 

C. In the global form properties dialog. 

D. From the Preferences dialog opened from the Viewer\\'s toolbar. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following list ALL the valid values for the method attribute of an xforms:submission? 

A. PUSH, POST, GET, REMOVE 

B. PUSH, POST, PULL, DELETE 

C. PUT, POST, PULL, REMOVE 

D. PUT, POST, GET, DELETE 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following XForms items/events CANNOT be used to trigger an XForms action? 

A. Button item. 

B. A change inthe XForms model. 

C. DOMActivate event. 

D. ButtonActivate event. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11



Jane is designing a form with three pages.Pages one and two are built with a wizard style interface, and page three is
meant only for printing. How can Jane setup her form so that when the form is printed, only page three prints? 

A. Jane should only put a print button on page three, then it will be the only one that shows up when the form is printed. 

B. Jane must break up her form into two separate forms: one for the wizard and one for printing. 

C. Jane can set the print settings property of page three to \\'on\\', and print settings property for pages one and two to
\\'off\\'. 

D. Jane would create a "keep" filter, specifying page three as the only page to print. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Minnie has a form with one traditional page and two wizard pages. She needs to provide a way for users to select either
the wizard interface, or the traditional interface to fill out this form. What is the recommendedway for her to easily make
fields required in both the wizard and traditional interfaces? 

A. In order to make fields required, Minnie has to set their XFDL field property of "mandatory" to ON on both interfaces. 

B. Once Minnie sets the appropriate fieldsas required on the wizard interface using the "mandatory" XFDL property,
they automatically become required on the traditional form page interface. 

C. Minnie should use an xforms:bind to make the xforms:instance elements required. 

D. Once Minnie marks theappropriate fields as required on the traditional interface using the "mandatory" XFDL
property, they automatically become required on the wizard interface. 

Correct Answer: C 
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